Süthe
Whole Flower CBD

Feel, See, and Taste the Difference
Which would you choose?

You Choose:

The difference between whole plant, watercompatible CBD fluid and a CBD isolate is huge.
Don’t miss out on the best CBD option available.
100% Plant, 0% Additive: Süthe’s whole plant fluid provides the full profile
of hemp cannabis, delivering a full spectrum of terpenes, flavonoids, and
cannabinoids.*

OR

A Difference You Can Taste: We extract over 90% of the active, whole
plant ingredients, maintaining the unique flavors and taste, without isolating any single compound.*
CBD Isolate

Süthe Full Spectrum Hemp CBD

Choose Süthe.

Two Dots for Two Drops: Every drop of Süthe is water-compatible, making
Süthe the most absorbable and bioavailable CBD on the market. With just
two drops, you’ll feel the difference Süthe makes.*

Feel, See, and Taste the Difference:

The difference between whole plant, water-compatible CBD fluid and a CBD isolate
is huge. Don’t miss out on the best CBD option available.

Live life the way it’s meant to be lived – naturally.

100% Plant, 0% Additive: Süthe’s whole plant fluid provides the full medicinal profile of hemp cannabis,
delivering a full spectrum of terpenes, flavonoids, and cannabinoids.*
A Difference You Can Taste: We extract over 90% of the active, whole plant ingredients, maintaining
the unique flavors and taste, without isolating any single compound.*

C H O O S E S Ü T H E TO DAY AT B R I ZO P U R E .C O M

Two Dots for Two Drops: Every drop of Süthe is water-compatible, making Süthe the most absorbable
and bioavailable CBD on the market. With just two drops, you’ll feel the difference Süthe makes.*

Choose Süthe today at brizopure.com
Live life the way it’s meant to be lived -- naturally.

877-761-PURE (7873) // info@brizopure.com // www.brizopure.com
877-761-PURE (7873) // info@brizopure.com // www.brizopure.com

Süthe contains less than 0.3% THC.

*These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease.

Warnings: Seek a doctor’s advice before starting a CBD regimen, especially if you are pregnant, nursing, or have a medical condition, are taking ant medication, or have other
questions. Süthe is not intended to treat, diagnose, cure or prevent any disease or ailment. KEEP AWAY FROM CHILDREN. Daily value not established

*These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease.

